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ABSTRACT: This research proposes an efficient algorithm based on SURF (Speedup Robust features), SVM 
classifier (Support Vector Machine) classifier and Bayesian classifier for Content Based Image Retrieval. CBIR is 
challenging task which retrieves the similar images from the large database. Performing feature of image matching, the 
false matching points are eliminated through this algorithm. From rest of the match point, we estimate the space 
geometric transformation parameters between two images and thus matching process is completes. The SURF 
algorithm is used to detect and descript the interest points and match them and then fed them into SVM and Bayesian 
Classifier for further classification. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Content Based Image Retrieval is the retrieval of images which based on are visual features such as color and 
shapewith its development for many large image databases, methods of image indexing which prove to be insufficient, 
andextremely time consuming. Where these methods are old for image indexing, ranging from storing an image in 
databaseand affiliate with number, categorized description become anachronistic but this is not CBIR. The CBIR where 
eachimage stored in the database having its features extracted and compared to features of the query image where 
thisinvolves two steps as Feature Extraction and Matching. Feature extraction is This process extracting the image 
features to different extent and matching is the step which involves matching these features to produce the result which 
visually same. 
 

II. SURF and SVM 

SURF (Speeded up Robust Features) is a robust local feature detector first presented by Herbert Bay et al. in 2006 
usein computer vision tasks as object recognition or 3D reconstruction. Inspired by the SIFT descriptor and 
standardversion of SURF is several times faster than SIFT and claimed by its authors to be more robust against 
different imagetransformations than SIFT. SURF is based on sums of 2D Haar wavelet responses and makes an 
efficient use ofintegral images. It uses an integer approximation to the determinant of Hessian blob detector which can 
be computedextremely quickly with an integral image where for features it uses the sum of the Haar wavelet response 
around the point of interests. 
Support vector machines (SVMs) are supervised learning models with associated learning algorithms that analyze 
dataand recognize patterns used for classification and regression analysis. Set of training examples where each marked 
asone of two categories an SVM training algorithm builds a model that assigns new examples into one category or 
theother making it a non-probabilistic binary linear classifier. An SVM model is a representation of the examples: 
pointsin space mapped so the examples of the separate categories are divided by a clear gap that is as wide as possible. 
Where the new examples are then mapped into that same space and predicted to belong to a category based on which 
side ofthe gap they fall on. 
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III. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 
King-Shy Goh, Edward Y. Chang (Using One-Class and Two-Class SVMs for Multiclass Image Annotation) 2005This 
paper proposes using one-class, two-class, and multiclass SVMs to annotate images for supporting keyword retrieval of 
images. Providing automatic annotation requires an accurate mapping of images’ low-level perceptual features (e.g., 
color and texture) to some high-level semantic labels (e.g., landscape, architecture, and animals). Much work has been 
performed in this area; however, there is a lack of ability to assess the quality of annotation. In this paper, we propose a 
confidence-based dynamic ensemble (CDE), which employs a three-level classification scheme. At the base-level, CDE 
uses one-class Support Vector Machines (SVMs) to characterize a confidence factor for ascertaining the correctness of 
an annotation (or a class prediction) made by a binary SVM classifier. The confidence factor is then propagated to the 
multiclass classifiers at subsequent levels. CDE uses the confidence factor to make dynamic adjustments to its member 
classifiers so as to improve class-prediction accuracy, to accommodate new semantics, and to assist in the discovery of 
useful low-level features. Our empirical studies on a large real-world data set demonstrate CDE to be very effective 

Young Deok Chun, Nam Chul Kim (Content-Based Image Retrieval Using MultiresolutionColor and Texture Features) 
2008In this paper, a CBIR method has been proposed which uses the combination of - and -component color auto 
correlograms and H-component BDIP-BVLC moments extracted in the wavelet transform domain. Experimental 
results for six test DBs showed that the proposed method yielded higher retrieval accuracy than the other conventional 
methods with no greater feature vector dimension. It was all the more so for multiresolution image DBs. In addition, 
the proposed method almost always showed performance gain in both of precision versus recall and ANMRR over the 
other methods for six test DBs. 

K. NareshBabu (image retrieval color, shape and texture features using content based) 2010 The footnotes are used like 
in this example. Color information on some of information by image makes usefulness but, as weakness of color 
information is that can search the similar color range, different image. On existing experiment, present method image 
DB retrieval by Image information. But, as new trend experiment, put to practical use Image by the space information. 
This paper proposes that get the single shape-feature then, increase to the complex shape feature. A result of 
experiment, more get the accuracy 656 compare of single feature use and, get the accuracy result on rotation-transition. 
Study the more result by some of feature like a color, shape and texture and, need to get quick retrieval and accuracy 
that method of figure up the similarity and improve method of store to DB. 

Shaila S G, Vadivel A (Block Encoding of Color Histogram for Content Based Image Retrieval Applications) 2012 In 
content-based image retrieval (CBIR) application, a large amount of floating-point data is processed. Among various 
low-level features, color is an important feature and represented in the form of histogram. It is essential that features 
required to be coded in such a way that the storage space requirement is low and processing speed is high. In this paper, 
we propose an encoding approach using Golomb-Rice coding, which effectively codes the floating-point bin values of 
the color histogram. The floating-point values are converted into integer values using preprocessing steps. The encoded 
histogram is finally represented in the form of sparse matrix and XOR based bitwise comparison is used as similarity 
measure to calculate the distance between the encoded and query histogram in the feature space. Based on the number 
of, the retrieved list is ranked and the relevant images are presented. This approach is tested in CBIR application and 
the precision of retrieval is encouraging compared to the original color histogram and the average bit length is very low 
besides having fast retrieval time. 

IV. METHODOLOGY 

we retrieve similar query image from a database of images. For image retrieval, we are using content based image 
retrieval. we are using surf descriptor and color histogram for feature extraction of image and Bayesian and SVM 
classifier will classify the images.  
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V. RESULTS & DISCUSSION 

The results are discussed over here where proposed work result for Content Based Image Retrieval system is explained 
where it is used for matching the exact images from the large databases. Systems are explained with algorithms used in 
the process. 
Using MATLAB software, we have created GUI (Graphical User Interface) and developed code for load, process and 
exit push buttons. The query image is loading, as shown in fig below, an image sizing plot is used to fix the size of 
query images. After loading query image, the features of query image are extracted and processing of Image matching 
starts in Image matching process the extraction of the descriptor, a square region centeredaround the interest point and 
oriented along the selected orientation is created. The Image having same features and color histogram will be shown in 
output display. We can take any type of image as a query in any format but in this work we have taken JPEG or JPG 
format. 
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After processing the loaded image, we have to select the number of images for database, after entering the number of 
images for database the accuracy window is displayed, then we have to click on display button where it displays the 
results as shown in figure. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
These are the  graphs showing results of proposed algorithm with previous. 
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  The final comparison graph of the previous and proposed work 
 

 
 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The dramatic rise in the sizes of images databases has stirred the development of effective and efficient retrieval 
systems. The development of these systems started with retrieving images using textual connotations but later 
introduced image retrieval based on content. This came to be known as CBIR or Content Based Image Retrieval. 
Systems using CBIR retrieve images based on visual features such as colour, texture and shape, as opposed to 
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depending on image descriptions or textual indexing. In this thesis, we have researched various modes of representing 
and retrieving the image properties of colour, texture and shape.  

The proposed work performs a simple colour, contents-based search in an image database for an input query image, 
using SURF, SVM, BAYESIAN Andcolour histograms. It extracts the features of images and then compares the 
features and colour histograms of different images. CBIR is still a developing science. As image compression, digital 
image processing, and image feature extraction techniques become more developed, CBIR maintains a steady pace of 
development in the research field. Furthermore, the development of powerful processing power, and faster and cheaper 
memories contribute heavily to CBIR development. This development promises an immense range of future 
applications using CBIR. 
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